Abstract: An improved inertial and visual sensors calibration method is proposed in this paper, which is the method of fractional step to calibrate between inertial and visual sensors. The relationship of the rotation between inertial and vision sensors can be obtain by solving the improvement of hand-eye calibration equations. The inclinometer sensor is introduced in the process of calibration and the output of inclinometer data is utilized to optimize the rotation matrix between inertial and vision sensors; the translation between inertial and vision sensors can be obtain through solving the basic hand-eye calibration equations. The experiment results demonstrate that the method can precisely calibrate the relative position of the space between inertial and visual sensors.
INTRODUCTION
The track is the basis of train running, it is directly influence the safety and comfort running of train [1, 2] , Adjustment and control of the track should adopt the static measurement parameters which established in the geodetic coordinates according to the national railway maintenance standards [3] . Binding the inertial measurement unit and a vision sensor (IMU-Camera) in a motion platform, which can quickly and accurately obtain static geometric parameters in earth coordinates of the track through analyzing both signal integration. This process needs to calibrate the IMUcamera's relative position, but the fusion accuracy will decrease because of calibration error. Therefore, the accurate calibration relative position of the inertial and vision sensors has a great significance on getting static geometric parameters of the track.
At present, both domestic and foreign have widely studied on IMU-Camera calibration methods, which mainly divided into the robot hand-eye calibration method and filtering estimation method. Calibrating the spatial position between inertial and vision sensors by improving the robot hand-eye calibration methods [4] , the manual operation is difficult and hard to ensure accuracy in this method. Using the method of filtering estimation to calibrate inertial and visual sensors relative position [5] , which cannot be accurately calibrated in the condition of the larger initial errors or interfered by the larger system noise. Regarding the calibration board as an intermediary and obtaining the relative position between visual sensor and the world coordinate system, the IMU and the world coordinate system through the calibration [6, 7] . Finally, the calibration get the spatial relative position between inertial and visual sensors, but the ancillary equipment is so expensive in general that this method is difficult to achieve. This paper obtained rotation relationship of the inertial measurement unit relative visual sensor through improving hand-eye calibration equations. In order to improve the calibration precision, the process of calibration only used the pitch and the roll angle of the inertial measurement unit. Using the output of inclinometer sensor information, the rotation obtained between the inertial and vision sensors had been solved and optimized. Translation between inertial and vision sensors was obtained by solving hand-eye calibration method.
CALIBRATION BETWEEN INERTIAL AND VI-SION SENSORS
Calibration between inertial and vision sensors is to solve the relationship of rotation and translation between inertial and visual sensor. The calibration system consists of inertial measurement unit, visual sensor and calibration board, spatial relative position as shown in Fig. (1) , the establishment of coordinates are as follows.
(1) The word coordinates {w}, the coordinate origin is located in the lower-left corner of calibration board, the axis x is parallel to an edge of the calibration board, the axis y is perpendicular to the direction of calibration board, the axis z is perpendicular to another edge of the calibration board in a parallel direction and the perpendicular direction is upward. {w} determines the absolute position of inertial and visual sensors in the world coordinate.
(2) Visual sensor coordinate system{c}, the origin of coordinates is located in optical center of visual sensor, the axis x and y are parallel to the plane of vertical axis the horizontal axis of the image. The axis z parallel to the optical axis of the sensor.
(3) Inertial measurement unit coordinates {m}, the origin of coordinates is located in the center of gravity of the inertial measurement unit. The axis x and y are parallel to the long axis and short axis of the inertial measurement unit, the axis z is obtained by the right-hand rule. {m} is used to measure the object linear acceleration and rotating angular velocity; (4) Inclinometer coordinates{in}, the axis x and y are parallel respectively to the long axis and short axis of the inertial measurement unit, the output of {in} is the angle of the axis x and y around the rotation.
(5) Inertial sensor Euler angle coordinate system is {e}, which defines time coordinate system of inertial sensor.
Solving the Rotating Relationship between Inertial and Visual Sensors
The system consists of an inertial measurement unit, inclinometer and camera. First of all, using the output of inertial sensor the angular velocity and accelerometer data to solve three axis Euler angle of the inertial sensor, at the same time, While using the camera calibration to calculate the spatial transformation relationship between the camera and the world coordinate system, and then obtaining the space transform relation between the camera and the inertial sensors. In this system, the stability of inclinometer output of the Euler angle slightly is higher than using the inertial sensors' output of acceleration data and angular velocity data calculated by three axis Euler angle. So, using the output information of inclinometer can improve the estimation accuracy of the rotation relationship between inertial and vision sensors.
Three Axis Euler Angle Estimation Algorithm
The direction quaternion of inertial sensor is represented 
" " is the quaternion multiplication operator. Estimate inertial sensor direction quaternion by formula (1) as follow:
q f q a q g q a = 
The appropriate Jacobian matrix is: 
Then, we have I at the moment. At the same time, using camera calibration [8, 9] to obtain the rotation matrix .
T m c m c s t R R E = (17)
The rotation matrix m c R between the inertial sensor coordinate system and the camera coordinate system can be obtained by solving equations above.
The Calibration Method of Rotation Relationship between the Inertial Measurement Unit and Inclinometer
The inclinometer and inertial measurement unit is fixed on the same plane in this system, so it can be directly used Euler angle value via the output of inclinometer as well as rotation matrix calibration method based on Roll angle and Pitch angle in section 2. 
, then:
where C + is the pseudo-inverse of matrix C , then get m c t .
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Calibration test bench as shown in Fig. (2) , industrial camera uses AVT Stingray MV-F125C, inertial measurement unit uses IMU-F100A5 manufactured by German GeneSys company, inclinometer uses LCF2000. Calibration platform is a motion platform of six freedom degrees. After setting the parameters of the movement control cards, which can control card library function to the operate the motion platform accordingly.
Inertial coordinate system which is obtained by the calibration method of visual sensor coordinate system is relative to the axis of the change of the Euler angle curve as shown in Fig. (3) . As shown in the figure, with the increase of test times, the measured results gradually stabilized. Measurement value of space relative position between inertia and visual sensors is In order to verify the the method accuracy proposed in this paper, space relative position of inertia and visual sensors is accurately calibrated by using high precision 3D laser scanner and calibration. Compared with the calibration results and calibration results obtained in this paper, when the experimental data is greater than 15 groups, the maximum error of three axis Euler angle is less than 1 degree, the maximum error of space relative position is less than 0.8 cm.
CONCLUSION
This paper uses two-step method for inertia and visual sensors relative position calibration. Through the improved Fig. (2) . IMU-camera calibration test bench. Fig. (3) . Around the x, y, z three axis euler angle measurements.
